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NORTHLAND EARTH & WATER CONSULTING INC. 

12 Aquamarine Place, Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 6G8 

 

February 26, 2015 

ATCO Electric Yukon  
100 – 1100 1st Avenue 
Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 3T4 
 
Attention: Mr. Rob Williamson  
 
Dear Rob, 
 
Re: 2014 Dam Safety Report 
 Fish Lake Hydro, Whitehorse, Yukon 

Please find attached the 2014 Dam Safety Report for Fish Lake Hydro that details Northland 

Earth & Water Consulting Inc.’s (Northland) observations and recommendations arising from site 

visits to the Fish Lake Hydro facilities completed in 2014 and in early 2015, as well as from 

reviewing documentation related to dam safety activities undertaken in 2014.   

 

Northland thanks you for the opportunity to be of service; should you require any further 

assistance with this project or other water resources projects please do not hesitate to contact the 

undersigned at your convenience. 

 
 
Yours truly,  
 
 
 
 
 
Cord Hamilton, M.Eng., P.Eng. 
Civil Engineering Consultant 
Ph: (867) 332-6556 

Email: chamilton@Northlandconsulting.ca 
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1. Introduction 
As requested by ATCO Electric Yukon (ATCO), Mr. Cord Hamilton, P.Eng. of Northland Earth & 
Water Consulting Inc. (Northland) completed a series of site visits in 2014 and in early 2015 to 
observe water management structures associated with the Fish Lake Hydro system near 
Whitehorse, Yukon.  Specifically, the following structures were observed on one or more 
occasions:  

 Fish Lake Dyke; 
 Ditch #3; 
 Louise Lake Containment Dyke; 
 Louise Lake Auxiliary Spillway; 
 Louise Lake Control Structure; 
 Ditch #1; 
 Ditch #1 Spillway; and 
 Pond #2 and its dam and discharge structures. 

Northland’s site visits were completed to observe the condition and performance of the water 
management structures in relation to dam safety requirements and in relation to the 
recommendations from previous annual inspections and the last formal Dam Safety Review which 
was completed in 2007.  

In addition to these specific sources of additional information, Northland has also consulted with 
ATCO staff regarding various dam safety and related maintenance activities conducted in 2014.   

Observations and recommendations from Northland’s site visits and reviews of relevant 
information are presented in the following sections of this report. 

2. Overview of 2014 
Based on observations and review of dam safety activities, Northland can state that in 2014 
significant progress has been made on the inventory of potential or actual dam safety deficiencies 
and non-conformances documented in the 2013 Dam Safety Report and that planning to address 
remaining or new issues is appropriate and correctly aligned with the significance of those issues.   

Entering into 2014, the Fish Lake Hydro system had an inventory of 28 dam safety related 
recommendations carried forward from the 2013 Dam Safety Report.  This included a few 
remaining recommendations from the 2007 Dam Safety Review and subsequence 
recommendations from the period of 2008 to 2013 inclusive.   

During 2014, five of these existing recommendations have been discharged or superseded and 
three new recommendations have been identified.  Of the resolved recommendations, the 
completion of upgrades to the Fish Lake Dyke has removed the single largest issue that remained 
from the 2007 Dam Safety Review.   
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Additional resolved recommendations primarily related to inclusion of protocols in the revised 
OMS Manual and the completion of as-built drawings for structures that have previously been 
upgraded or replaced. 

In regards to the new recommendations, they related to two new issues: (1) addressing ice 
related damage to the Ditch #1 spillway that occurred in January 2015 and (2) addressing minor 
erosion issues on the backslope of the 2013 breach repair section of Ditch #3.  

For reference, a consolidated list of the active recommendations arising from the 2014 
observations, as well as from past reviews is presented in Table A1 in Appendix A.  Past 
recommendations that have been addressed or superseded are presented in Table A2, also in 
Appendix A. 

Specific comment on the condition, performance and any completed dam safety activities for 
individual components of the Fish Lake hydro system are presented in sections 3 to 10.  New 
recommendations arising from the inspections and review of additional information are also 
detailed in sections 3 to 10.   

Photographs of water retaining structures observed in 2014 are presented in Appendix B at the 
end of this report. 

3. Fish Lake Dyke 
3.1 Observations 
The Fish Lake dyke was observed by Northland on numerous occasions in 2014 during the months 
of June through September when the final phase of planned upgrades to the dyke were 
completed.  

The final upgrading activities completed in summer 2014 consisted of installing the replacement 
upstream armouring (riprap), replacing the discharge structure conduit with a new two conduit 
discharge structure, raising the dyke crest height, widening the crest, and installing an auxiliary 
overflow spillway section on the dyke access road.   

Photographs #1 to #8 in Appendix B at the end of this memorandum show the completed summer 
2014 upgrading activities at the dyke.  

3.2 Recommendations 
In respects to new recommendations, Northland has no new recommendations to add in relation 
to the Fish Lake Dyke and its discharge structure.  While not a recommendation, ATCO is 
nonetheless advised to carefully monitor the performance of the upgraded structure over the 
next several years to ensure that the design is functioning as intended. 
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With respect to pre-existing recommendations, Northland notes that there were two pre-existing 
recommendations related to Fish Lake Dyke and its discharge structure.  These recommendations 
are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1:  Pre-existing Fish Lake Dyke Recommendations 

# Recommendation 

2008-04 Previously planned construction to add riprap, to increase width and height of the dyke 
and to add an emergency spillway should be updated and completed. 

2008-06 Extend the staff gauge to the new dyke crest level, and check the staff gauge against a 
known stable bench mark for elevation. 

On the basis of observations from 2014 Northland can confirm that recommendation 2008-04 has 
been addressed through completion of the final phase of upgrading activities at the Fish Lake 
Dyke.  Recommendation 2008-06 (staff gauge installation on new intake structure) remains to be 
completed.  It is understood that this item will be addressed in spring 2015.  

4. Ditch #3 
4.1 Observations 
During 2014, Northland completed two site visits to Ditch #3, including visits in May and in 
September.  The site visits were completed both for the general inspection of the canal and its 
control structure, as well as to: 

(1) observe seasonal ice conditions near the upstream inlet of the channel; and 

(2) observe the performance of the repaired breach location from the 2013 breach of the 
canal.  

The physical condition of the canal and its containment dyke appeared unchanged from past 
observations with two exceptions.  The first exception is the development of a minor erosion scar 
on the backslope of the dyke at the location of the former Franklin Lake spillway inlet.  This scar is 
shown in Photograph #9.   

The minor erosion scar was not observed in the 2013 but in 2013 the location was covered with 
aufeis (ice buildup from overflow crossing over from the Ditch #3 channel) and so the ground 
surface could not be observed.  Moreover, Northland has no photographic evidence from past 
years that indicated the presence of this scar, although it may have been obscured by vegetation.  

The second exception in regards to the condition of the channel was that a number of minor 
erosion gullies have developed on the backslope of the 2013 breach repair location. The gullies 
appeared to be the result of spring thaw runoff from the dyke crest concentrating at several 
points on the backslope of the repaired dyke section. 
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In respect to the issue of overflow ice at the inlet to the Ditch #3 channel, the May 2014 site visit 
was too late to observe the full buildup of ice at this location but there was still evidence to 
suggest that overflow ice had built up over the present dyke and allowed water (via seepage or 
overflow) to enter into the former spillway channel (Photographs #10 and #11).  Thus, the issue of 
seasonal ice development and glaciation at this location will need to be further addressed in the 
detailed design of the Ditch #3 Diversion.  The minor erosion issue observed at the inlet to the 
former Franklin Lake spillway is likely related to this ice issue and it will also be dealt with by the 
planned reconstruction of Franklin Lake channel in 2015. 

During the May 2014 site visit it was observed that there was still a short section of the exterior 
slope of the containment dyke that has not been cleared of long term vegetation growth but it is 
understood this will be completed in 2015 as part of the Ditch #3 diversion works.  In addition to 
the missing section of clearing, the dyke crest and slopes previously brushed are already re-
growing and will need to be re-brushed.  

The Ditch #3 “Drop-box” control structure was also observed and found to be in fair condition 
with no observable changes from its condition in 2013.   

In fall 2014, it was observed that clearing activities for the proposed Franklin Lake channel were 
completed to allow for planned construction in summer 2015. 

Photographs #9 to #15 in Appendix B at the end of this memorandum show the condition of Ditch 
#3 in 2014. 

4.2 Recommendations 
On the basis of observations and on the current planning of ATCO, Northland has one new 
recommendation in relation to Ditch #3.   

The recommendation is that the backslope of the breach repair section should be lowered in 
slope to address erosion issues on the backslope and the crest of the dyke at this section should 
be graded to direct runoff away from running down the long backslope.  This work should be 
completed in 2015 at avoid further gulley development on the backslope. 

With respect to pre-existing recommendations, Northland notes that there were eight1 pre-
existing recommendations related to Ditch #3 and its control structure.  These recommendations 
are presented in Table 2. 

  

                                                
1 Recommendation 2008-10 was omitted from the 2013 report on the basis that Northland was informed it was resolved 
which was found to be in correct. 
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Table 2:  Pre-existing Ditch #3 Recommendations 

# Recommendation 

2008-10 
Cut all existing trees and shrubs on crest and upstream/downstream faces of the 
embankment. 

2013-01 

Update the design parameters in the OMS manual for the temporary Ditch #3 spillway 
into the diversion channel to Franklin Lake to require a weir length of at least 25 m 
and an invert of 1030.10 m for passage of the peak IDF flow through Ditch #3 for the 
current operating conditions. 

2013-02 

In association with proposed upgrades to the Fish Lake Dyke proceed with installation 
of a lateral overflow spillway into the Ditch #3 Diversion to Franklin Lake.  The lateral 
overflow spillway should have a discharge capacity of at least 10.6 m3/s at a Ditch #3 
canal level of 1030.45 m. 

2013-03 
Annually monitor the potential erosion at the left hand side of the chute wall of the 
Ditch #3 Drop Box at its exit into the flip bucket. 

2014-01 
Develop and implement a specific protocol for the removal of winter stoplogs from 
the Ditch #3 drop box and incorporate this protocol in the May 2014 revision of the 
OMS Manual. 

2014-02 
Complete the proposed freeboard improvements of the remaining low area along the 
Ditch #3 dyke in association with the Franklin Lake diversion construction in 2015.  If 
the diversion is delayed the freeboard improvements should be completed separately 
by 2015. 

2014-03 
Further investigate the development of overflow ice at the proposed inlet to the 
Franklin Lake diversion channel and to the extent possible account for overflow ice 
development in the design and operation of the new control structure into the 
Franklin Lake diversion channel. 

2014-04 
If overflow ice is found to be an issue that interferes with the use of the Franklin Lake 
diversion to manage early season freshet flows then proceed with the installation of 
the parallel spillway beside the Ditch #3 drop box. 

On the basis of current observations and additional information Northland comments as follows 
on these pre-existing recommendations: 

(1) In regards to recommendation 2008-10, roughly 200 m of the downslope side of the Ditch 
#3 dyke remained to be cleared as of September 2014 but it is understood it will be 
cleared in summer 2015.  In the 2013 report this recommendation was removed as it was 
incorrectly understood to have been completed in December 2013.  
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(2) In regards to recommendation 2013-01, the revised parameters have not been included in 
the latest revision of the OMS Manual; however, ATCO staff is aware of the requirement 
and the provision itself will be obsolete once the planned construction of the new 
discharge structure is completed in summer 2015.  If the planned reconstruction occurs in 
2015 this recommendation will not be required. 

(3) In regards to recommendation 2013-02, the Franklin Lake diversion channel and control 
structure are still on schedule for construction in summer 2015. 

(4) In regards to recommendation 2013-03, the 2014 OMS Manual update includes 
requirements to annually observe this issue; therefore, it can be removed from the list of 
recommendations as it is now an annual protocol. 

(5) In regards recommendation 2014-01, a protocol for removal of stoplogs from the Ditch #3 
Drop-box has been included in the OMS Manual update. 

(6) In regards to recommendation 2014-02, the remaining free board improvements are still 
planned to be completed in association with the 2015 construction of the Franklin Lake 
diversion channel. 

(7) In regards to recommendation 2014-03, observations in 2014 confirmed that the icing 
issue requires consideration in the detailed design of the Franklin Lake diversion channel 
control structure and it is understood that this will be addressed to the extent possible in 
the design. 

(8) In regards to recommendation 2014-04, it will require several years of observation of the 
new Franklin Diversion structure to ascertain whether the parallel spillway at the Ditch #3 
Drop box is required. 

Therefore, Northland confirms that previous recommendations 2013-03 and 2014-01 have 
resolved and that excluding 2014-04, the remaining recommendations are scheduled to be 
resolved as part of the planned construction activities in summer 2015. 

5. Louise Lake Containment Dyke 
5.1 Observations 
The Louise Lake containment dyke was observed in September 2014.  The condition was 
consistent with past observations from 2007 to 2013.  As in past site visits, other than minor 
revelling of surficial materials on the steep downstream slope, and small incised gullies created by 
beavers dragging trees up the downstream slope there no evidence of slope distress or 
movement on the downstream side of the dyke.  
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The animal burrows on the upstream slope of the dyke near its north end observed in 2011 were 
still present but no further collapse of the burrows was observed.  

Seepage through the dyke and into a well-defined seepage pond at the toe of the dyke was 
observed consistent with past inspections.  Vegetation regrowth on the dyke backslope has 
reinitiated and will likely require removal within two years.  

Photographs of the dyke are presented as Photographs #16 and #17 in Appendix B. 

5.2 Recommendations 
On the basis of observations and on the current planning of ATCO, Northland has no new 
recommendations in regards to the Louise Lake Containment dyke. 

With respect to pre-existing recommendations, Northland notes that there were three pre-
existing recommendations related to the Louise Lake Containment Dyke.  These three 
recommendations are presented in Table 3. 

Table 3:  Pre-existing Louise Lake Containment Dyke Recommendations 

# Recommendation 

2010-04 Complete assessment and planning for any upgrades to this structure 

2013-05 
In summer 2013, expose and infill animal burrows located on the upstream face of the 
dyke. 

2013-06 

By spring 2013, establish and implement, at least temporarily, a public safety risk 
management plan for the dyke and maintain the program until upgrading of the dyke 
is completed or permanently if physical upgrading (lowering the slope or constructing 
a buttress) is not undertaken. 

On the basis of current observations and additional information Northland comments as follows 
on these pre-existing recommendations: 

(1) With respect recommendation 2010-04 regarding completing the assessment and 
planning for any upgrades for this structure, those activities were delayed.  It is 
understood that the delay was due to effort being applied to the major upgrades of the 
Fish Lake Dyke in 2014.  Northland has been informed that a design to lower the slope of 
the dyke is being prepared in 2015 and may be implemented through use of excess cut 
materials from the summer construction of the Franklin Diversion Channel.  Northland 
recommends that ATCO at a minimum endeavor to finalize plans for the containment 
dyke in 2015.  
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(2) Recommendation 2013-05 regarding the infilling of the minor animal burrows is still 
pending and can be deferred until the proposed lowering of the dyke backslope is 
conducted. 

(3) Recommendation 2013-06 regarding development and implementation of a public safety 
risk management plan for the dyke is currently outstanding.  It is understood that the 
delay is attributed to issues described above for recommendation 2010-04 and the need 
to engage the resident of Lot 1087 who has been utilizing the dyke as an access for that 
property.  If the proposed lowering of the dyke backslope is completed in 2015 this 
recommendation will not be necessary; however, if the slope of the dyke is not lowered in 
2015, ATCO should proceed with implementation of this recommendation in 2015.  In any 
case ATCO should specifically advise the resident of Lot 1087 of the present seismic risk 
that exists for the dyke. 

Therefore, recommendations 2010-04, 2013-05, and 2013-06 are still pending resolution but 
current planning to resolve them appears appropriate.   

6. Louise Lake Auxiliary Spillway 
The Louise Lake Auxiliary spillway was observed in September 2014.  The condition of the 
structure was consistent with past year’s observation and is shown in Photographs #18 and #19.  
At the time of the site visit to the spillway it was discovered that that level monitoring 
instrumentation at the structure had been recently vandalized.  The equipment has since been 
repaired.   

6.1 Recommendations 
On the basis of observations from 2014 Northland has no new recommendations in relation to 
this structure.  With respect to pre-existing recommendations, Northland notes that there were 
six pre-existing recommendations related to spillway.  These recommendations are presented in 
Table 4. 

Table 4:  Pre-existing Louise Lake Auxiliary Spillway 

# Recommendation 

2013-07 Confirm the capacity and stage discharge relationship of the auxiliary structure. 

2013-10 
In summer 2013, remove accumulated sediment from within the spillway flume and 
continue to do so an annual basis. 

2013-11 Evaluate the freeboard requirements for the Louise Lake Auxiliary spillway 
embankment and if necessary raise any low areas to achieve the necessary freeboard. 
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Table 4:  Pre-existing Louise Lake Auxiliary Spillway (continued) 

# Recommendation 

2014-05 Undertake planning to prepare for rehabilitation or replacement of this structure by 
2020.   

2014-06 

The 2011 deformation survey should be repeated.  If additional settlement has 
occurred, the survey should be completed annually to monitor settlement.  The 
survey should include topographic pick up of the spillway dyke to assist in planning for 
future replacement and interim freeboard improvements. 

2014-07 The missing plank on the right wall of the flume should be replaced and moss growth 
in joints should be removed. 

On the basis of current observations Northland comments as follows on these pre-existing 
recommendations: 

(1) With respect to confirmation of the capacity and stage discharge relationship of the 
structure (recommendation 2013-07), this work is still outstanding although flow 
monitoring data has been gathering data for this purpose.  Further flow measurements 
will be required with stoplogs and the accumulated sediment within the flume removed.  
Ideally, flow measurements with the lake at or near FSL would provide the best data to 
calibrate the preliminary calculations of discharge capacity. 

(2) The sediment that accumulated in the flume during its extensive use without stoplogs in 
2012 and portions of 2013 still requires removal (Recommendation 2013-10).  Removing 
this sediment will allow for better observation of the condition of the floor planking, 
identification of potential migration of fines from underneath the floor planking, and 
ensure that the full capacity of the flume is available for use if required.  It is understood 
this will be completed in 2015. 

(3) Evaluating the freeboard requirements of the spillway embankment (recommendation 
2013-11) requires completion of the discharge capacity assessment and of the surveying 
of the embankment and structure both of which are still pending.  ATCO is encouraged to 
address these matters in 2015. 

(4) Planning for rehabilitation or replacement of the structure by 2020 (recommendation 
2014-05) is pending and requires completion of other recommendations that are still 
pending.  Nonetheless, there appears to be ample time to meet this timeline. 

(5) The recommended survey of the structure and its adjacent embankment 
(Recommendation 2014-06) is currently planned for 2015. 

(6) The missing plank (recommendation 2014-07) is still pending replacement. 
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Given the above, all of the pre-existing recommendations are still pending resolution; however 
they are relatively minor in nature or of low priority at this time.  Nonetheless, ATCO is 
encouraged to move forward with addressing these matters such that the ultimate rehabilitation 
or replacement of the structure can occur as recommended by 2020.  

7. Louise Lake Control Structure 
7.1 Observations 
The control structure was observed in September 2014 and is shown in Photograph #20.  The 
structure, which was fully refurbished in 2011, was observed to be in good condition.  One tree on 
the right-hand-side of the structure is still pending removal.  Some fine cracking of concrete 
overlay on the upstream face of the structure (right hand side of inlet channel wall) was observed 
which could be an indication of potential delamination or merely thermal shrinkage cracking.  This 
cracking should continue to be observed as part of routine observation of the structure. 

7.2 Recommendations 
In regards to recommendations for this structure, Northland has no new recommendations.  In 
regards to pre-existing recommendations, there was one pre-existing recommendation for this 
structure.  The recommendation is presented in Table 5. 

Table 5:  Pre-existing Recommendations Louise Lake Control Structure 

# Recommendation 

2012-03 Remove remaining tree located on the structure  

On the basis of current observations and additional information Northland comments as follows 
on these pre-existing recommendations: 

(1) The planned removal of the tree on the upstream side of the structure was not completed 
in 2014.  This should be undertaken when possible. 

8. Ditch #1 
8.1 Observations 
Northland completed a visit to Ditch #1 in September 2014 to observe the performance of the 
dyke and intake structure.  The condition of upstream slope of the Ditch #1 dyke was observed to 
be consistent with past inspections.  This slope exhibits signs of shallow slope movements and 
tension cracks at some locations likely due to solifluction.   
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The tension cracks are visible in a number of locations along the upstream face of the 
containment dyke and are located between the crest and the normal water level of the Ditch.  
These observed solifluction movements are not a concern regarding the performance of the dyke. 

In addition to solifluction movement some animal burrows have also been observed along the 
containment dyke.  Where observed the burrows are located on very wide sections of dyke and 
are not considered to represent a hazard. 

Vegetation growth on the dyke, primarily shrubs and willows is returning and is obscuring the 
condition of the upstream and downstream slopes.  

8.2 Recommendations 
On the basis of observations from 2014, Northland has no new recommendation in regards to the 
Ditch #1 and its intake structure.   

With respect to pre-existing recommendations, Northland notes that there were two pre-existing 
recommendations for Ditch #1, its intake structure and penstock.  These recommendations are 
presented in Table 6. 

Table 6:  Pre-existing Recommendations for Ditch #1 
# Recommendation 

2011-09 
An as-built survey drawing of the Ditch #1 channel and containment dyke should be 
produced and the minimum freeboard level identified for tying into remote 
monitoring activities. 

2014-08 
Repeat vegetation brushing along the upstream and downstream slopes of the Ditch 
#1 Dyke 

On the basis of current observations and additional information Northland comments as follows 
on these pre-existing recommendations: 

(1) The as-built drawing was completed in 2014 and remote monitoring was tied to freeboard 
requirements.  

(2) Brushing of the dyke is still pending.  Northland encourages the brushing to be completed 
in 2015 and recommends it be completed no later than 2016. 

Therefore, the recommendation 2011-09 has been addressed and recommendation 2014-08 is 
still pending.  
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9. Ditch #1 Spillway 
9.1 Observations 
The Ditch #1 spillway was observed on September 2014.  Other than having some fine sediment 
accumulating on the spillway apron upstream of the inlet stoplogs, the spillway was observed to 
be in good condition.  Photographs #21 and #22 show the condition of the spillway outlet in 
September 2014. 

9.2 Additional Information 
In contrast to the condition observed in September 2014, the spillway experienced a partial 
failure in January 2015.  In January 2015 it appears that ice forces lifted the inlet headworks of the 
spillway, including the upstream apron, by roughly 11 cm.  This movement created a void 
underneath the headworks that allowed flow to occur underneath and beside the discharge pipe.  
As a significant length of the discharge pipe is bedded on low strength concrete the flow around 
the pipe appeared to be stable and not accompanied by on-going erosion of fill soils.  

A temporary soil and geotextile plug weighed down with concrete lok-blocks was established 
several days following the failure to close the created void and this has reduced seepage that is 
flowing beside the pipe to tolerable levels.  Reconstruction or repair of the discharge structure 
will be necessary. 

Photographs #23 and #24 identify the surveyed displacement of the inlet headworks and present 
the temporary repairs respectively. 

9.3 Recommendations 
On the basis of observations and additional information reviewed in 2014 and in early 2015, 
Northland has two new recommendations in regards to the Ditch #1 spillway.   

(1) The temporary repair to plug the void under the headworks of the spillway was 
completed as a best effort at the time.  Therefore the performance of the spillway should 
be carefully monitored through instrumentation readings until the spillway is fully 
repaired or replaced in summer 2015.  In addition, the spillway should be inspected at 
least weekly to observe its performance and any further ice related loading until full 
repairs or replacement has been completed. 

(2) Given the displacement of the spillway headworks in January 2015, the spillway must be 
repaired or replaced in summer 2015.  Irrespective of whether it is repaired or replaced, 
the structure must be designed to resist future ice forces that appear to have led to the 
displacement of the headworks. 

With respect to pre-existing recommendations, Northland notes that there were two pre-existing 
recommendations related to the Ditch #1 spillway.  These recommendations are presented in 
Table 7. 
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Table 7:  Pre-existing Recommendations Ditch #1 Spillway 

# Recommendation 

2011-13 Develop as-built drawings and operational protocols for use of the spillway. 

2013-12 

Annually prior to the on-set of the freshet remove accumulated debris from the inlet 
and exit of the spillway to ensure that the full capacity of the structure is available, if 
required, to discharge the freshet.  This recommendation should be incorporated into 
the OMS manual. 

On the basis of current observations and additional information Northland comments as follows 
on these pre-existing recommendations: 

(1) The as-built drawings and operational protocols may now need replacement depending 
on what repairs or replacement activities are completed to address the displacement of 
the spillway headworks.  Hence this recommendation should be deferred until the 
repairs/replacement has been completed.  

(2) The 2014 OMS update has included protocols for addressing debris accumulations at the 
spillway. 

Therefore, recommendation 2011-13 will need to be deferred until 2015 or later, and 
recommendation 2013-12 has been resolved. 

10. Pond #2 
10.1 Observations 
Pond #2, its dam and discharge structures were observed by Northland in September 2014.  Both 
the downstream and the exposed upstream slopes of the dam were inspected in September 
2014.  The condition of the downstream slope was consistent with 2013 and vegetation was still 
appropriately suppressed.   

The repair works for the spillway completed in 2013 were observed to be functioning 
appropriately and no concerns were identified.  Photographs #25 and #26 show the condition of 
the repaired spillway in September 2014. 

10.2 Recommendations 
On the basis of observations and on the current planning of ATCO, Northland has no new 
recommendations in regards to the Pond #2.   
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With respect to pre-existing recommendations, Northland notes that there were four pre-existing 
recommendations related to Pond #2, its dam and discharge structures.  These recommendations 
are presented in Table 8. 

Table 8:  Pre-existing Pond #2 Recommendations 

# Recommendation 

2008-34 Repair concrete voids in the intake structure 

2013-15 

Until the spillway maintenance replacement is completed, make contingency 
provisions for the use of excavation equipment to remove stoplogs below elevation 
796.53 m should it be required for passage of flood flows and include the planning 
provisions in the OMS manual. 

2014-09 Replace the Dam #2 spillway with a new structure within the next three years. 

2014-10 
Inspection of the grouted low level pipe should be completed to identify if it has been 
fully grouted for decommissioning or whether additional grouting is required to 
complete the decommissioning. 

On the basis of current observations and additional information Northland comments as follows 
on these pre-existing recommendations: 

(1) As noted the previously reported freeze thaw damage to intake structure has been 
identified as poor quality concrete placement during the original construction.  
Nonetheless, the voids should be repaired.  ATCO presently intends to repair the 
concrete voids when the Dam #2 spillway is replaced in 2016. 

(2) As the fill soils in front of the spillway could not be fully removed due to concerns about 
damaging the stoplog guides, recommendation 2013-15 should remain in place until the 
spillway is replaced.  Inclusion of this contingency measure in the OMS Manual is still 
pending but should be completed internally in 2015. 

(3) As recommended in 2013, ATCO is planning on replacement of the spillway.  Currently the 
spillway replacement is scheduled for 2016. 

(4) Further inspection of the grouted outlet pipe is still pending and would ideally be 
completed prior to the planned replacement of the spillway. 

Therefore, the four pre-existing recommendations are still pending but current planning to 
address them appears appropriate. 
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11. Closure 
Northland trusts that this report on the inspections of the water management structures and the 
review of relevant additional information associated with the Fish Lake Hydro system is sufficient 
for your purposes.  Should you require additional information or clarification please contact the 
undersigned at your convenience. 

Yours truly, 

Northland Earth & Water Consulting Inc. 

 

Original Signed and Sealed by 

Cord Hamilton 

 

Cord Hamilton, M.Eng., P.Eng., FEC 
Civil Engineering Consultant 
Ph: (867) 633-8937 

Email: chamilton@Northlandengineering.ca 
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Appendix  A 

Consolidated Dam Safety Recommendations 
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Table A1:  Consolidated Dam Safety Recommendations  

# Structure Recommendation  

2008-06 Fish Lake Dyke 
Extend the staff gauge to the new dyke crest level, and check the staff gauge against a known stable bench mark for 
elevation. 

2013-01 Ditch #3 

If the Franklin Lake diversion channel is not constructed in 2015, update the design parameters in the OMS manual 
for the temporary Ditch #3 spillway into the diversion channel to Franklin Lake to require a weir length of at least 
25 m and an invert of 1030.10 m for passage of the peak IDF flow through Ditch #3 for the current operating 
conditions. 

2013-02 Ditch #3 
In association with proposed upgrades to the Fish Lake Dyke proceed with installation of a lateral overflow spillway 
into the Ditch #3 Diversion to Franklin Lake.  The lateral overflow spillway should have a discharge capacity of at 
least 10.6 m3/s at a Ditch #3 canal level of 1030.45 m. 

2014-02 Ditch #3 
Complete the proposed freeboard improvements of the remaining low area along the Ditch #3 dyke in association 
with the Franklin Lake diversion construction in 2015.  If the diversion is delayed the freeboard improvements 
should be completed separately by 2015. 

2014-03 Ditch #3 
Further investigate the development of overflow ice at the proposed inlet to the Franklin Lake diversion channel 
and to the extent possible account for overflow ice development in the design and operation of the new control 
structure into the Franklin Lake diversion channel. 

2014-04 Ditch #3 If overflow ice is found to be an issue that interferes with the use of the Franklin Lake diversion to manage early 
season freshet flows then proceed with the installation of the parallel spillway beside the Ditch #3 drop box. 

2015-01 Ditch #3 In 2015, lower the backslope of the Ditch #3 breach section to control erosion on that slope and regrade the dyke 
crest at this location to direct runoff away from the backslope. 

2010-04 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

Complete assessment and planning for any upgrades to this structure 
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Table A1:  Consolidated Dam Safety Recommendations  (continued) 

# Structure Recommendation  

2013-05 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

Expose and infill animal burrows located on the upstream face of the dyke. 

2013-06 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

Establish and implement, at least temporarily, a public safety risk management plan for the dyke and maintain the 
program until upgrading of the dyke is completed or permanently if physical upgrading (lowering the slope or 
constructing a buttress) is not undertaken. 

2013-07 
Louise Lake 
Auxiliary 
Spillway 

Confirm the capacity and stage discharge relationship of the auxiliary structure.  

2013-10 
Louise Lake 
Auxiliary 
Spillway 

Remove accumulated sediment from within the spillway flume and continue to do so an annual basis. 

2013-11 
Louise Lake 
Auxiliary 
Spillway 

Evaluate the freeboard requirements for the Louise Lake Auxiliary spillway embankment and if necessary raise any 
low areas to achieve the necessary freeboard. 

2014-05 
Louise Lake 
Auxiliary 
Spillway 

Undertake planning to prepare for rehabilitation or replacement of this structure by 2020.   

2014-06 
Louise Lake 
Auxiliary 
Spillway 

The 2011 deformation survey should be repeated.  If additional settlement has occurred, the survey should be 
completed annually to monitor settlement.  The survey should include topographic pick up of the spillway dyke to 
assist in planning for future replacement and interim freeboard improvements. 

2014-07 
Louise Lake 
Auxiliary 
Spillway 

The missing plank on the right wall of the flume should be replaced and moss growth in joints should be removed. 

2012-03 
Louise Lake 

Control 
Structure 

Removing remaining tree located on the structure. 
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Table A1:  Consolidated Dam Safety Recommendations  (continued) 

# Structure Recommendation  

2014-08 Ditch #1 Repeat vegetation brushing along the upstream and downstream slopes of the Ditch #1 dyke. 

2011-13 
Ditch #1 
Spillway Develop as-built drawings and operational protocols for use of the spillway. 

2013-12 Ditch #1 
Spillway 

Annually prior to the on-set of the freshet remove accumulated debris from the inlet and exit of the spillway to 
ensure that the full capacity of the structure is available, if required, to discharge the freshet.  This recommendation 
should be incorporated into the OMS manual. 

2015-02 
Ditch #1 
Spillway 

The performance of the temporarily repaired spillway should be carefully monitored through instrumentation 
readings until the spillway is fully repaired or replaced in summer 2015.  In addition, the spillway should be 
inspected at least weekly to observe its performance and any further ice related loading until full repairs or 
replacement has been completed. 

2015-03 
Ditch #1 
Spillway 

Given the displacement of the spillway headworks in January 2015, the spillway must be repaired or replaced in 
summer 2015.  Irrespective of whether it is repaired or replaced, the structure must be designed to resist future ice 
forces that appear to have led to the displacement of the headworks. 

2008-34 
#2 Intake 
Structure Repair concrete voids in the intake structure 

2013-15 Pond #2 
Spillway 

Until the spillway maintenance replacement is completed, make contingency provisions for the use of excavation 
equipment to remove stoplogs below elevation 796.53 m should it be required for passage of flood flows and 
include the planning provisions in the OMS manual. 

2014-09 
Pond #2 
Spillway Replace the Dam #2 spillway with a new structure within the next three years (i.e. by 2017). 

2014-10 
Pond #2 Low 

Level Pipe 
Inspection of the grouted low level pipe should be completed to identify if it has been fully grouted for 
decommissioning or whether additional grouting is required to complete the decommissioning. 
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Table A2:  Discharged or Superseded Dam Safety Recommendations  

# Structure Recommendation  

2008-01 General Submit an implementation report to address recommendations of the 2007 Dam Safety Report to the Yukon Water 
Board by September 1, 2010 (Clause 25, HY07-018). 

2008-02 General Develop and submit an Operations, Maintenance and Surveillance Manual for the Fish Lake hydro system to the 
Yukon Water Board by September 1, 2009 (Clause 24, HY07-018). 

2008-03 General Conducted an annual inspection of all water management structures associated with the Fish Lake hydro system and 
provide the report with the annual report to the Yukon Water Board (Clause 31, HY07-018). 

2008-04 Fish Lake Dyke 
Previously planned construction to add riprap, to increase width and height of the dyke and to add an emergency 
spillway should be updated and completed. 

2012-01 General Re-assess passage of the inflow design flood for current and proposed future operating conditions for infrastructure 
located downstream of Fish Lake. 

2008-05 Fish Lake Dyke Inspect the gated culvert control structure for remaining service life and carry out replacement or life extension 
(corrosion protection) as required. 

2008-07 Fish Lake Dyke Cut existing trees and shrubs that are growing on the existing dyke. 

2008-08 Fish Lake Dyke Develop and implement a contingency plan to maintain adequate Freeboard until the dam height is increased 

2011-01 Fish Lake Dyke Modify flood management protocols to account for revised inflow design flood and capacity of Fish Lake discharge 
structure. 

2011-02 Fish Lake Dyke 
Add twice annual monitoring of Fish Lake dyke piezometer (BH01) to OMS manual and complete monitoring in 
spring and fall. 

2008-09 Bonus Creek Locate and document condition of this structure.  

2008-11 Ditch #3 Evaluate the need to re-establish the Ditch #3 spillway structure 
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Table A2:  Discharged or Superseded Dam Safety Recommendations (continued) 

# Structure Recommendation  

2008-12 Ditch #3 Survey embankment crest to identify freeboard levels and correct any areas with insufficient freeboard 

2010-01 Ditch #3 Establish Alarm levels for monitoring freeboard in Ditch #3 using the remote monitoring instrumentation 

2010-02 Ditch #3 Plan on routine vegetation removal for the containment dyke upstream face, crest and downstream slope 

2011-03 Ditch #3 
As the proposed upgrading of the Fish Lake dyke will lead to higher freshet discharges routinely being passed 
downstream into Ditch #3, the ability of Ditch #3 to pass these routine flows as well as the inflow design flood from 
Fish Lake should be evaluated. 

2011-04 Ditch #3 Repair or replace level monitoring instrumentation in 2011 to allow for remote monitoring of ditch water levels and 
application of determined alarm levels. 

2013-03 Ditch #3 Annually monitor the potential erosion at the left hand side of the chute wall of the Ditch #3 Drop Box at its exit 
into the flip bucket. 

2013-04 Ditch #3 In spring 2013, investigate the extent of the animal burrows roughly 80 m upstream of the Drop Box, expose, and 
infill the burrows with low permeability soils 

2014-01 Ditch #3 Develop and implement a specific protocol for the removal of winter stoplogs from the Ditch #3 drop box and 
incorporate this protocol in the May 2014 revision of the OMS Manual. 

2008-13 
Ditch #3 
Drop 
Structure 

Monitoring of inflow to Ditch #3 in spring has to be carried out as often as required. 

2010-03 Ditch #3 
Drop Box Complete an investigation of concrete erosion of the left chute wall and effect necessary repairs 
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Table A2:  Discharged or Superseded Dam Safety Recommendations (continued) 

# Structure Recommendation  

2008-14 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

Carry out a geotechnical investigation to confirm the dyke fill and foundation materials and then analyze seepage 
and slope stability of the dyke. 

2008-15 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

Install piezometers in the dyke, foundation and abutments to monitoring seepage conditions. 

2008-16 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

Complete a topographic survey of the dyke and determine potential inundation limits that would result from failure of 
the dyke. 

2008-17 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

Frequently inspect this dyke to note seepage conditions 

2011-05 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

A magnitude of order cost estimate to upgrade the structure to the deterministic standard for seismic performance 
recommended by the 2007 Guidelines should be developed. 

2011-06 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

A risk management approach should be considered in decision making on whether upgrades to the dyke are required 
and the risk analysis provided to regulators within an application for long term management of the Fish Lake hydro 
system. 

2011-07 
Louise Lake 
Containment 
Dyke 

Existing vegetation growth on the structure should be removed. 

2013-08 
Louise Lake 
Auxiliary 
Spillway 

In summer 2013, evaluate potential piping that may be occurring underneath the timber floor of the spillway flume. 

2013-09 
Louise Lake 
Auxiliary 
Spillway 

In summer 2013, obtain some specific measurements of the quality of the PWF timber within the flume.  Some 
baseline measurements of the structure (width) should be made to monitor any future distortion that might 
develop due to degradation of the timber in the structure. 

2008-18 
Louise Lake 
Control 
Structure 

Add Riprap to stop further bank toe erosion at south side of the downstream channel 
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Table A2:  Discharged or Superseded Dam Safety Recommendations (continued) 

# Structure Recommendation  

2008-19 
Louise Lake 
Control 
Structure 

Remove vegetation that is growing on the top of the cross beams 

2008-20 
Louise Lake 
Control 
Structure 

Repair freeze thaw spalling of downstream wing walls 

2010-05 
Louise Lake 
Control 
Structure 

Complete an assessment (if technically feasible) of the condition of the sluice gate timbers in 2010 

2010-06 
Louise Lake 
Control 
Structure 

Plan on refurbishment of this structure within five years or less 

2011-08 
Louise Lake 
Control 
Structure 

If technically feasible, the refurbished structure should include upstream stoplogs guides that would allow for 
stoplogs to be used for temporary flow control thereby allowing the replacement gate structure to be withdrawn 
for inspection and maintenance purposes 

2012-02 
Louise Lake 
Control 
Structure 

Monitor the mine depressions observed on the dyke in 2011 and determine if further investigation is warranted. 

2012-04 
Louise Lake 
Control 
Structure 

Complete as-built plans of the refurbished structure. 

2008-21 Ditch #1 Remove shallow rooting trees from downstream dyke crest and side slopes. 

2008-22 Ditch #1 Survey embankment crest elevation along Ditch #1 to identify low sections that require addition freeboard. 

2009-01 Ditch #1 Maintain a minimum freeboard of 0.3 m at lowest point along the Ditch #1 channel and Pond #1 

2010-09 Ditch #1 Raise the low freeboard section of the dyke crest in 2010 
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Table A2:  Discharged or Superseded Dam Safety Recommendations (continued) 

# Structure Recommendation  

2011-09 Ditch #1 An as-built survey drawing of the Ditch #1 channel and containment dyke should be produced and the minimum 
freeboard level identified for tying into remote monitoring activities. 

2011-10 Ditch #1 Establish remote monitoring of the water level in Ditch #1. 

2008-23 Ditch #1 
Spillway Investigate seepage at the downstream toe of spillway exit 

2008-24 Ditch #1 
Spillway Access condition of timber mat that provides erosion protection for the spillway discharge. 

2010-07 Ditch #1 
Spillway Complete a review of the serviceability of this spillway to manage excess flow in Ditch #1 

2010-08 Ditch #1 
Spillway Complete additional repairs to the existing spillway and/or replace the spillway in 2010 

2011-12 Ditch #1 
Spillway Complete remaining construction activities for the new spillway in summer 2011. 

2011-14 
Ditch #1 
Spillway 

Add observation of seepage in the former channel of Porter Creek between the inlet of Ditch #1 and the exit of the 
Ditch #1 Spillway to routine surveillance activities for Ditch #1 in the OMS Manual for Fish Lake hydro. 

2012-05 Ditch #1 
Spillway Install a staff gauge at the structure to allow for recording of geodetic elevations at the inlet to the spillway. 

2013-13 Ditch #1 
Spillway Install a remote monitoring station to monitor inflows into Ditch #1 upstream of the Ditch #1 spillway 

2008-25 Pond #1 
Intake Confirm that stoplogs are functional and can be fully closed 

2008-26 Penstock #1 Complete corrosion and pipe thickness assessment of the penstock. 
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Table A2:  Discharged or Superseded Dam Safety Recommendations (continued) 

# Structure Recommendation  

2008-27 Penstock #1 Expose and inspect Penstock ground anchors 

2011-11 Penstock #1 An assessment of the stability of the penstock between the intake structure and Powerhouse #1 should be completed 
with the assumption that no ground anchors are present along the pipeline. 

2008-28 Head Pond 
#2 Dam Repair freeze thaw damage to concrete components of spillway. 

2008-29 Head Pond 
#2 Dam Remove all trees and shrubs on both faces of the dam, around the spillway and for 6 m beyond the dam toe 

2008-30 Head Pond 
#2 Dam Clean low level outlet stilling basin and ensure that the basin has a functioning drain 

2008-31 Head Pond 
#2 Dam Install a weir downstream from the stilling basin to monitor seepage 

2010-10 Head Pond 
#2 Dam Complete an assessment of the low level outlet pipe to determine if it can be abandoned 

2011-15 Head Pond 
#2 Dam Remove debris from overflow spillway channel and build up low freeboard section of spillway channel 

2013-14 Head Pond 
#2 Dam 

Complete planned spillway maintenance in 2013 and reconfirm the spillway capacity following the maintenance 
activities 

2008-32 
#2 Intake 
Structure Prepare a written procedure for dewatering and re-watering penstock #2 

2008-33 
#2 Intake 
Structure Replace stoplogs and clean stop log guides 
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Table A2:  Discharged or Superseded Dam Safety Recommendations (continued) 

# Structure Recommendation  

2008-35 #2 Intake 
Structure Rehabilitate or replace the penstock inlet valve to ensure that it can complete close to dewater the penstock 

2008-36 #2 Penstock Periodically inspect the wood stave pipe and seal the leakages by appropriate method. 

2008-37 #2 Penstock Reinforce any wood decay with appropriate means or consider wood stave replacement. 

2008-38 #2 Penstock Ponding of water next to penstock should be drained away by ditching. 

2008-39 #2 Penstock Cut all shrubs along the route (0.9 m on both sides) and remove any vegetation growth on the pipe. 

2008-40 #2 Penstock Expose and inspect penstock ground anchors 
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Appendix B: Photographs 
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Photograph #1:  New discharge structure headworks at Fish Lake Dyke 

 

Photograph #2:  New discharge structure outlet works at Fish Lake Dyke 
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Photograph #3:  Upstream armouring east of discharge structure 

 

Photograph #4:  Upstream armouring east of discharge structure 
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Photograph #5:  Upstream armouring on West side of discharge structure 

 

Photograph #6:  Upstream side of dyke, west of discharge structure 
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Photograph #7:  New discharge channel at Fish Lake dyke 

 

Photograph #8:  Access road and overflow spillway at Fish Lake dyke 
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Photograph #9: Ditch #3 Evidence of Erosion from flow off of aufeis buildup across Ditch 
#3 Dyke at former inlet to Franklin Lake Spillway 

 

Photograph #10:  Remnant of Glaciation across Ditch #3 at former Franklin Lake Spillway 
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Photograph #11:  Thawing Ice Build Up in Franklin Diversion Channel below Ditch #3 

 

Photograph #12:  Clearing of Franklin Diversion Channel in fall 2014  
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Photograph #13:  Gullies on backslope of repaired 2013 Breach Section of Ditch #3 

 

Photograph #14:  Ditch #3 Drop Box 
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Photograph #15:  Drop Box exit in May 2014 

 

Photograph #16:  Louise Lake Containment Dyke  
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Photograph #17:  crest of Louise Lake Containment Dyke 

 

Photograph #18:  Louise Lake Auxiliary Spillway   
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Photograph #19:  Louise Lake Auxiliary Spillway 

 

Photograph #20:  Louise Lake Discharge Structure   
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Photograph #21:  Ditch #1 Spillway  

 

Photograph #22:  Ditch #1 spillway exit 
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Photograph #23:  Survey showing displacements of Inlet Headworks 

 
 

Photograph #24:  Temporary Repair of Ditch #1 Spillway 
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Photograph #25:  Pond #2 Spillway 

 

Photograph #26:  Pond #2 Spillway 
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